The Multimedia group [1] at Telecom ParisTech is looking for a skilled software engineer in the fields of multimedia systems, to assist the group in their various R&D projects around multimedia transport systems (Digital TV, Adaptive Streaming over HTTP, Video Conferencing) and more generally interactive multimedia (HTML5, SVG, MPEG-4). The candidate will also help the group develop its open-source platform GPAC [2]. The candidate's role will be:

- help the group design prototypes for the research experiments,
- participate in standardization (MPEG, W3C) and scientific publication activities,
- assist the multimedia open-source community through GPAC and other projects.

**Pre-requisite:** C/C++, Networking, Windows and Linux OSS
Optional additional knowledge: Video Streaming, Web technologies

**Project Length:** 2 year position

**Place:** TELECOM ParisTech, Paris, France

**Contact:** Jean Le Feuvre, jean.lefeuvre@telecom-paristech.fr